
All open games and books are carefully checked for completeness and condition.  We have been in 

business for over 30 years - with 21 of those years selling on an on-line auction site - so we have a 

great deal of experience in accurately inventorying game components and grading games, books and 

other gaming items with a 100% positive feedback. 

Refund Policy

We do not accept returns.  We do not give refunds for any reason except for refunding any paid 

shipping cost that is in excess of the actual amount needed.

Please make sure of what you want to buy.   If you have questions about a game, check out the 

publisher’s website or:

        https://rpggeek.com/ for roleplaying games 

        https://boardgamegeek.com/ for board games 

Avalon Hill Game Co. & Victory Games
 updated 23 January 2023

PLEASE READ BEFORE BUYING

Before buying, please read all the information and conditions below.

Most of the OOP games are very limited in quantity…so first come, first served.

There may be more than one copy of the game in stock but only one is shown.  The lowest priced 

game is always shown first - when that game is sold, the next higher (or same) priced game will be 

listed.

Prices do not include shipping and insurance.  The shipping and (optional) insurance costs you pay 

are the exact amounts or less.  If you choose not to pay for the optional carrier (Post Office, FedEx, 

etc.) insurance, it is your risk if the shipment is lost or damaged.  There is no handling charge.

If you do not agree with our policies, please do not buy anything.



Since shrinkwrapped items cannot be inspected for completeness, these items are sold in 'as is' 

condition.  Publishers take care to ensure that the games they sell are complete but, very rarely, a game 

may be missing an item – however, we are not responsible for replacing missing items and we will not 

give a refund (except for any excess shipping cost). 

If you have any questions, please ask before buying.

General Condition Notes

All conditions may have an out-of-date price label (or label residue) attached to the plastic 

shrinkwrap, or to the game box, book, envelope or other game container.

Any open game with one or more dice may not have the original die/dice that came with the game, 

but it will have the correct amount and type.

Any open game with one or more counter trays may not have the original trays that came with the 

game, but it will have the same number of trays.

Any open game with one or more ziplock bags (for storing some of the game components) may not 

have the original ziplock bags that came with the game, but it will have the same number of ziplock 

bags.

All open games are complete unless otherwise noted.   Any non-game items, like advertising inserts, 

may or may not be with the item.

A lower condition rating may have positive and/or negative attributes of a higher condition rating.

Shrinkwrapped items cannot be inspected for completeness, so these items are sold in 'as is' 

condition.  

Specific Condition Notes



Shrinkwrapped or Sealed

For everything except miniatures: mint condition in the publisher's original plastic shrinkwrapped or 

sealed by the publisher using something other than plastic shrinkwrap; some sealed items may have 

an attached card (used for hanging on a hook); there may be minor rub spots or scuffs on the 

shrinkwrap and/or box/folio/envelope; the plastic shrinkwrap may be torn, slightly separated or 

partially missing but this tear/separation/missing portion does not allow the item to be opened.

For miniatures: these are sealed in the publisher’s original box, bag or blister; the bag or blister may 

be attached to a display card (for hanging on a hook) in original condition (i.e., no scotch tape); the 

card may be bent or creased.

Shrinkwrapped/Sealed items are sold in 'as is' condition.

Mint

For everything except miniatures: doesn't appear to be used; no major problems; there may be some 

shelve wear, like scuffing or nicks, and light marks on the item but these do not affect use or 

readability; any countersheets are either unpunched or there may be a few counters that have fallen 

off (unused) but all counters are present; any cards are not separated into singles (if originally 

attached to each other).  If it's not published with a box, the item is stored in a ziplock bag or a 

archival-safe magazine bag with backer board.

For miniatures: the blister/bag is sealed/attached to the display card in original condition (i.e., no 

scotch tape) but a portion of the card may be torn or missing but this doesn't affect the miniature; the 

card may also be bent or creased.

Near Mint

For everything except miniatures: close to mint with some sign(s) of very light wear including very 

small creases on the spine; may have been read or gamed with but has little, if any, wear; may have 

small handwritten marks and/or underlining but these don’t affect readability; some or all the 

counters are removed from the sheet; some or all of the cards are separated.

For miniatures: the blister/bag is sealed/attached to the display card, but the card may be taped or 

have additional staples; it is complete; a portion of the card may be torn or missing but this doesn't 

affect the miniature; the card may also be bent or creased.

Excellent

For everything except miniatures: obvious use and handling with light wear; may have handwriting 

and/or highlighting that doesn't affect readability of game components; may have some minor repairs 

(e.g., small piece of scotch tape); small creases on the spine; may have rust stains on/near staples.

For miniatures: the box was opened and may be re-sealed with tape; the blister/bag may have been re-

attached to the display card with tape or additional staples; a portion of the card or other container 

may be torn or missing but this does not affect the miniatures; the card may also be bent or creased.



BC

OOP

OOS

SRP

UPC

(date)

Price Publ # Title SRP Condition

49.95 GA-140 Acquire (flat version) OOP shrinkwrap

174.95 8372
Advanced Civilization [expansion for 

Civilization]
OOP shrinkwrap

Very Good

For everything except miniatures: used; handwriting and/or highlighting but these do not affect 

readability or use; may have repairs (usually using scotch tape); minor tears; dogeared pages; may 

have light stain(s); small bend(s) in cover; medium creases in spine.

Good

Well-used as a gamer's copy; handwriting, highlighting and/or stains but doesn't affect readability or 

use; may have small tears and other flaws which may be repaired; dogeared pages; medium to heavy 

creasing.

Fair

Very well used but complete and readable; heavy wear with major flaws such as large tears which 

may be repaired; stains; markings on pages; dogeared pages; heavy creasing.

Poor

Heavily used but complete and readable; very heavy wear with major flaws such as tears which may 

be repaired; stains; markings on pages; dogeared pages; very heavy creasing.

Abbreviations:

Blister Card [miniature figure(s) mounted on a card with see-through cover or blister]

Out of Print

Out of Stock (a blank in the Price column also means it is out of stock)

Suggested Retail Price

Universal Product Code (aka bar code)

Date item was copyrighted (some items may have the same title and number but have a

 different copyright or print year; date is from the game box, open book or internet source)

Avalon Hill Game Co.



39.95 600

Afrika Korps  (1964) [Condition notes: 

game components are unpunched and near 

mint; box is poor]

OOP
game components are  

near mint; box is poor

129.95 907 Age of Renaissance OOP shrinkwrap

79.95 823 Air Assault on Crete OOP shrinkwrap

69.95 8928

Air Force 2nd edition (1980) [Condition 

notes: there's writing on two ends of the 

box to identify the game; the box has very 

little shelve wear; the game has not been 

played with and the game components are 

mint - the counters are unpunched, the 

aircraft data cards haven't been separated 

from each other; the log sheets are still 

attached as a pad]

OOP mint

24.95 6400 Auction OOP shrinkwrap

84.95 8531 Banzai [box] [expansion for Up Front] OOP shrinkwrap

24.95 602

Battle of the Bulge (1965) [Condition 

notes: all the game components are 

complete with very light wear and some 

markings (mainly to easily identify 

counters); light wear on the box mostly on 

the edges with one box corner repaired with 

tape; the game counters are punched and 

complete (these were checked against the 

Order of Appearance cards and a photocopy 

of the countersheet (so you can confirm 

completeness)]

OOP excellent

149.95 41325 Battle Cry (1999) [Hasbro] OOP shrinkwrap

39.95 911

Bitter Woods (1998) [Condition notes: 

light wear on the box mostly on the edges; 

the game counters are punched, complete 

and sorted in the counter tray; full color 

paper copies of the counter-sheets are 

included so you can confirm completeness; 

4 blank counters - which are not used in the 

game - have been replaced by 20 

unpunched blank counters; includes 2 

copies of the 2nd edition Charts & Tables; 

except for the punched counters, all of the 

game components are in mint condition]

OOP near mint



79.95 887 Blackbeard OOP shrinkwrap

84.95 873 Britannia OOP shrinkwrap

139.95 837 Civilization OOP shrinkwrap

174.95 8372 Advanced Civilization OOP shrinkwrap

27.95 8370005
Civilization Trade Cards set [produced 

in a ziplock bag]
OOP mint

74.95

Civilization Western Map Extension 

[with official insert but not official 

envelope]

OOP mint

94.95 8192 Colonial Diplomacy OOP shrinkwrap

124.95 8241 Dune - Spice Harvest OOP shrinkwrap

79.95 8242 Dune - The Duel OOP shrinkwrap

124.95 8930 Flat Top OOP shrinkwrap

89.95 8930

Flat Top [Condition notes: box has shelve 

wear and rub spots; game components are 

mint and counters are unpunched]

OOP
game components are 

mint; box is excellent

49.95 8930

Flat Top (1981) [Condition notes: the box 

is missing one of the long sides of the top 

cover but it has been replaced/repaired; 

there is heavy shelve wear and rub spots on 

the game box but these don't affect the 

game components; the game components 

are verified 100% complete; about half of 

the counters were cleanly removed and 

have been inventoried and placed in 

separate ziplock bags according to the 

countersheet these came from;  a full-color 

photocopy of each unpunched countersheet 

is included so you can confirm 100% 

completeness; each countersheet is stored 

in an archieval-safe bag with backer board 

to prevent further separation of the 

counters; the only writing/mark I could find 

is the previous owner's name on the front 

cover of the rulebook; the other game 

components are mint to near mint]

OOP

game components are near 

mint and complete; box is 

poor (repaired)



29.95 840

France, 1940 (1972) [Condition notes: 

slipcase box and cover; box is heavily worn 

with light damage in a few places; game 

components are complete; counters are 

complete and nicely trimmed; photocopy of 

countersheet is included so you can confirm 

completeness; map and other game 

components are in near mint to excellent 

condition]

OOP

game components are near 

mint to excellent; box is 

good

74.95 898 Geronimo OOP shrinkwrap

69.95 701

Guadalcanal (1966) [Condition notes: 

complete with unpunched countersheet; the 

box top has light to medium wear mostly 

on the corners ]

OOP mint

42.95 701

Guadalcanal (1966) [Condition notes: the 

box and one tray have been repaired with 

tape and are in good condition; the game 

components are in mint to near mint 

condition with almost no noticeable wear; 

the game counters are complete and stored 

in zip lock bags according to the arrival of 

the units - a full-color photocopy of the 

countersheet is included to confirm 

completeness of the game counters; one (of 

two) Japanese blank counter is missing but 

it is not used in the game]

OOP

game components are 

complete and in mint to 

near mint condition; game 

box is repaired and in 

good condition

39.95 896 Guerilla OOP shrinkwrap

99.95 906 Hannibal: Rome vs. Carthage OOP shrinkwrap

124.95 893 History of the World OOP shrinkwrap

89.95 891

IDF (Israeli Defense Force) [Condition 

notes: complete, unpunched, uncut, mint 

condition on inside; one box corner is 

taped]

OOP mint

79.95 867 Knights of the Air OOP shrinkwrap

59.95 878 Kremlin 2nd edition OOP shrinkwrap

OOS Midway [original version] OOP

39.95
Midway - Coral Sea Variant 

[envelope]
OOP mint, unpunched



54.95 734 Midway (Smithsonian Edition) OOP shrinkwrap

69.95 6500 Monsters Ravage America OOP shrinkwrap

97.95 736 Mustangs (Smithsonian Edition) OOP shrinkwrap

59.95 884 New World OOP shrinkwrap

39.95 810 Origins of World War II OOP shrinkwrap

87.95 868

Patton's Best [Condition notes: the box 

has light shelve wear, rub spots and a ½” 

tear in the paper cover (that’s been repaired 

by tape) but this doesn’t affect the game 

contents; 39 (out of 218) counters were 

punched out – all are accounted for except 

one Allied tank counter (there should be 18 

Allied tank counters but only 17 {all 

unpunched} are present {since only one 

Allied tank counter can be used at a time, 

the missing tank counter can be easily 

replaced by another} – a full-color 

photocopy of the countersheet is provided 

to confirm the inventory; the Tank Cards 

are still attached as a pad; the After Action 

Report forms and the Combat Calendar are 

still attached as a pad; the Tables and 

Charts are still attached together; except for 

the missing counter, all of the game 

components are present and in mint 

condition] 

OOP near mint

69.95 908 Princess Ryan's Star Marines OOP shrinkwrap

OOS 811 Richthofen's War OOP



14.95

Richthofen's War Maneuver Cards 

(1977) [ziplock] [expansion] [Condition 

notes: the 27 game cards were carefully 

separated and are complete - 

photocopies of both unseparated sheets 

are included so you can confirm 

completeness; the cards are mustard-

colored indicating that these were 

printed by Avalon Hill (and not from 

Camelot USA); also included are two 

articles, "Unexpected Maneuvers" by 

Michael Turner, on using these cards - 

one from The General magazine and the 

other is an abbreviated version of the 

same article; the original envelope that 

the cards came in is included]

OOP near mint

34.95 800 Shakespeare OOP shrinkwrap

822 Squad Leader OOP

149.95 8221 Squad Leader: Cross of Iron OOP shrinkwrap

157.95 8222 Squad Leader: Crescendo of Doom OOP shrinkwrap

59.95 820 Starship Troopers OOP shrinkwrap

24.95 805 Stock Market (1970) OOP shrinkwrap

19.95 96879 Sword & Skull (2005) [WotC/AH] shrinkwrap

59.95 6458 Titan: the Arena OOP shrinkwrap

189.95 853 Up Front OOP near mint

84.95 8531 Banzai [box] [expansion for Up Front] OOP shrinkwrap

99.95 705 War at Sea (1976) OOP shrinkwrap

49.95 705

War at Sea (1976) [Condition notes: game 

components are mint, unpunched; box is 

poor]

OOP mint; box is poor

69.95 7051 War at Sea 2 [in official envelope] OOP mint, unpunched

74.95 737 We the People OOP shrinkwrap

84.95 709 Wooden Ships and Iron Men (1975) OOP shrinkwrap

34.95 9450 Wrasslin OOP shrinkwrap



189.95 30018 2nd Fleet OOP shrinkwrap

199.95 30031 3rd Fleet OOP shrinkwrap

97.95 30012

6th Fleet [condition notes: 5 counters 'fell 

off' the countersheet (not punched out) and 

these are present]

OOP mint

59.95 30035 Across Five Aprils OOP shrinkwrap

OOS Battle Hymn OOP

124.95 30022 Leather Neck (Battle Hymn module) OOP shrinkwrap

97.95 30024 Central America OOP shrinkwrap

29.95 30009 Cold War OOP shrinkwrap

OOS Gulf Strike 2
nd

 edition OOP

24.95 3000003
Gulf Strike 2

nd
 edition Scenario 

Update
OOP shrinkwrap

69.95 30000171
Desert Shield - A Gulf Strike 

Expansion Module (1990) 
OOP shrinkwrap

39.95 30027 Lee vs. Grant OOP shrinkwrap

29.95 30014

Mosby’s Raiders - Guerrilla Warfare in 

the Civil War (1985) [Condition notes: 

box has medium wear, mostly rub spots on 

the edges, and bowing in on the lower front 

cover; the counters are punched, complete 

and sorted in the counter tray; full color 

photocopies of the front and back of the 

countersheet are included so you can 

confirm completeness; all cards are 

accounted for; the map shows almost no 

wear]

OOP near mint

49.95 30008
Panzer Command – The Gateway to 

Stalingrad
OOP shrinkwrap

74.95 30029 Shell Shock (2-player Ambush) OOP shrinkwrap

Victory Games



59.95 30029

Shell Shock (2-player Ambush) [Condition 

notes: game box is in good condition; game 

components are mint and counters are 

unpunched]

OOP near mint

END OF LISTING


